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Assignment 423 Teaching in a specialist area  

Task C Reflective account and plan 

Focusing on your practice within your specialist area, produce a reflective 

account which: 

 Reviews the effectiveness of your own knowledge and skills 

 Identifies your strengths and areas for professional development  

Introduction  

The author will produce a reflective account on working with ESOL and literacy 

learners. The author will start by reviewing the effectiveness of own knowledge 

and skills. The authors’ particular strengths will then be identified. The report 

will conclude with a plan for the author’s professional development.  

A review of the author’s own knowledge and skills as well as 

strengths  

The author found learning about the theories of first and second language 

acquisition very interesting. The author enjoyed learning about Noam Chomsky’s 

Language Acquisition Device theory. According to Noam Chomsky, language 

acquisition is an unconscious process and the role of the environment the 

authors limited. This is in direct opposition to the behaviourist theory. 

According to behaviourism, learning is the result of stimulus from the 

environment and a process of forming habits which does not require any 

cognitive processes. On the other hand, cognitivism is a theory which proposes 

that we acquire knowledge according to our cognitive development stages. The 

work of Lev Vygotsky is very important in terms of learning theories. Vygotsky’s 

Zone of Proximal Development is a prominent theory which states that skills are 
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appropriated from more skilled and experienced learning partners in our 

environment.  

The author learnt about and utilised second language and literacy teaching 

methods. Some second language teaching methods that the author enjoyed 

learning about were the Grammar translation method. This method is based on 

memorizing grammar rules and long lists of vocabulary in the target language 

and by translation to and from the target language. This method does not place 

much emphasis on developing speaking ability. The author learnt German using 

this method and perhaps not surprisingly, cannot remember much. The only 

benefit the author can see in this method is the learner’s general intellectual 

development.  

Another method which the author learnt about is the audio-lingual method. This 

method is based on behaviourism and focuses on drilling the correct forms of 

grammar. It is in the direct opposition to communicative language teaching. CLT 

emphasizes interaction over grammar. In terms of teaching grammar, the 

structural approach introduces grammar rules starting from basics and 

gradually building on the learner’s knowledge. In regards to teaching literacy, 

the author learnt more about the top down versus bottom up approach. The 

author particularly enjoyed learning more about the theories of David Crystal. 

His theories about language and learning language are prescriptive as opposed to 

descriptive. His work concentrates on the creativity and transformation in using 

the English language. David Crystal identifies a variety of unconventional 

literacy practices which aid literacy development such as text messaging or 

using the social media. (Crystal, 2003) The author finds his work very innovative 

and cutting edge. Learning about Interlanguage and fossilization gave the author 

the necessary theoretical understanding behind some of the learner’s errors.  

Reading Swann’s Learner English was also very useful in this context. It analyses 
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learners’ errors based on their first language (L1) interference. Krashen’s five 

hypothesis of language acquisition, the affective filter in particular, helped the 

author become more aware of the various psychological, social and cultural 

barriers to learning. (Harmer, 2001) Fortunately, modern theories favour 

inclusive learning and teaching methods as well as embedding equality and 

diversity into lesson planning. Making language learning meaningful and putting it 

in the learner’s context will make learning more relevant. This will in turn, aid 

memory and comprehension. Connecting the taught language to real life local 

contexts which are meaningful and relevant to the learner was a new concept. 

The author have never been taught using food labels, instruction manuals, bus 

timetables or TV programmes for example. The author would not even consider 

those materials suitable or valuable for teaching in the past. The author did 

however learn that realia and authentic situations that have a real purpose 

should be incorporated into teaching and learning. It is also important to create 

a culturally inclusive environment, resources and activities which reflect the 

diverse backgrounds of the learners.  

The author have also learnt a variety of differentiation methods as a direct 

result of learners’ feedback and teaching observations. The author can 

differentiate by adapting the content, the instructional strategies or by an 

outcome. The author learnt to scaffold instruction to enable learners achieve 

level appropriate outcomes. The author learnt to devise differentiated 

worksheets and resources. Graphic organisers are most definitely invaluable 

resources. The author also learnt that lessons should be engaging and encourage 

the development of skills which are high on the Bloom’s taxonomy. ESOL and 

literacy should also be linked to the core curriculum elements. A teacher should 

also use a variety of cognitive and social teaching strategies. Skimming and 
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scanning, inferring meaning, summarising etc. are just as important as 

cooperation or questioning peers for clarification. 

Most importantly, personalising learning and creating situations where learners 

take ownership of their own learning is the most important teaching method. 

Setting creative challenges for learners will provide them with optimal learning 

experiences. Online environments are ideal for this approach. Engaging emerging 

technology will enable learners to explore their interests and gain confidence to 

express themselves.  

Areas for professional development  

According to Wilson, Continuing professional development is a collective term 

used to describe the many ways a teacher can develop and improve own practice. 

(Wilson, 2014) CPD is not just going on courses but also any activity which 

results in a change in practice.   

The author would like to learn more about the silent method as a part of her 

CPD. One of the recurring comments in the author’s observation reports is the 

need for more boarding of the learners’ answers as a summary and 

reinforcement of learning. The author also needs to ensure that the learners 

have closure on activities consistently. A lesson needs to have a beginning, 

middle and an end. It is important to create opportunities for the learners to 

consolidate their learning. Greater use of marking using SPAG would also be 

beneficial. The author definitely took on board the initial feedback regarding 

developing inclusive resources and now has a plethora of colourful, laminated 

resources. However, the author must remember to ‘keep it simple’ and not 

overwhelm the learners with too many resources and a great variety of 

activities. The author also needs to start considering that some ESOL learners 

may have undiagnosed dyslexia. Carrying out more research into phonological 
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processing would most definitely be beneficial for further professional 

development. The author also needs to improve ways of stretching the stringer 

learners in a mixed ability class.  

Conclusion  

The author produced a reflective account on working with ESOL and literacy 

learners. The author reviewed the effectiveness of own knowledge and skills. 

The authors’ particular strengths were identified. The account concluded with a 

plan for the author’s professional development.  
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